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HOLLY PESTER 

 
 
DIGS 

 
 

There are forewarnings of other worlds coming and  
colossal alterations 
there was hair resin from France and  
Spain in the hair of  
a man who damaged his  
family and was the  
previous tenant  
 
By some pact it was my turn to go the well  
I wanted water for tea  
winched the chain  
peeked at where the bucket dropped 
it fled my heart for water 
 
We still live in an old school 
 
the children are gone but 
there are jars of pickle 
herbs drying on the beds  
little urinals, a poster that demonstrates a shepherd 
pots of sacred basil in the cabinet 
 
The building stands oblique 
we stand in a queue for tampons  
and have eaten generous food  
like knödel  
speak slowly in a range of accents about our projects  
everyone exchanges products some techniques 
we should worry  
I zone out 
the apothecary is German the prison diary on the shelf  
is in German 
 
The well is next to the public library 
the library is a small house with lace curtains 
Society desires itself doesn’t it, bucket?  
Civic spaces find each other don’t they?  
like timely comrades gone pretty for a public that can never find them  



 
The bucket fills the bottles 
I’ve been drinking well-water since the 90s to make my chest and books fuller to 
make my organs tougher for examination or  
the kind of contact where 
one body offsets another  
to be replenished 
 
We want to be on track, remembered   
the winched arm said, Hello friend, hello no one  
 
The student says there’s a weed that grows everywhere and it’s edible, I say OK  
I’ll just eat that then, I’ll go and pull up a handful whenever I’m hungry 
 
the singer shifts  
but for the sake of medievalism make an appointment with the bread woman  
she’ll leave it on the stone in a muddy puddle 
let the man in the shop die alone  
 
We are living to imagine 
it feels casual and anxious, I can’t pretend to know where the car is or what it’s for 
but Gabby drives and Armine drives and  
the actor drives 
 
There are wish structures to train along 
plant things, invent songs 
practice saying, this house and this way 
this is what we do  
 
know your job  
take the compost to the stinky shed 
in synch with utopia and not just tasks 
but suck off  
the salt soil, stave off  
the rot in our root 
We might rescue the plot with miniature work  
expressions of eco-gothic in handsoap  
or call the old bucket a love  
 
Everyone is preserving  
fermenting radish leaves, reducing it, doing a brew  
something from dill something for diarrhea  
I am downloading boxing movies it is similar 
it’s about turning up and cutting your eyelid, praying   
now you can see  
 
Winding our ideas to community  
because we have lots of bedding 



life gets less and less satisfying 
it feels like a territory stupidly reclaimed  
also romantic  
in my grey fast running suit  
 
I can see enough through the bled-out swelling to put  
down the bucket  
it goes next to where a child has scratched  
‘Hanging Out! 1986’ and a large dead wasp  
the student thinks it’s a new hornet 
your tincture must be the 80s returning   
I hope it wont work 
 
At the well I should’ve sang 
everything echoes, I can see a factory  
and I pray in the shower  
we are getting close to something  
 
We still live in an old brothel. 
 
we are all here to toe brick the building  
mock a shared space 
but the dressmaker sat in a cloth chair describing bluebells 
puked up brill then gave them a deadline  
adding something to her skin, hustled details of publics  
Spring with bliss in honey   
it came in bluebells 
I bring a bath to her sugar 
she has shell lacquer placemats to eat off  
and the light is so pink in her kitchen 
 
the beer can spits  
I am under a blanket but can see the subtitles through a hole so we talk  
follow the story then lose it 
 
Someone arrives with a packet, I don’t eat 
just listen to their mouths and can see  
Maggie’s through the hole  
it smells of sick 
everyone is gasping for air 
 
We still live in an old coach house. 
 
through the window horned sheep turn around very slowly to suggest death 
I lie back down, always tired, and saying it 
we are lifted, trollied, laid down on one patch of mattress then on another 
 
Like a pen I roll over to face a strange torso full of tiny holes, it asks me to think  



of lungs 
I imagine two boots full of water that leak 
That’s the liquid of the imminent, says the bucket 
 
The future tense is dumb 
a dormant sparrow confused 
 
This apartment to live in lives on 
which is where you found the mop  
a comedian and a living  
 
You have to like it here enough to give the fire a brick of turf 
our hands smell of it 
our throats are pinched, it is sweet like modernity’s bile  
 
The house is like a gang of untalented men 
a ruff in charge of its head with pipes  
ginning fibers greening aloneness 
buff in a furnace, all bondage  
I leave the house, my leg hits the bed go in it and go out  
It’s time to tend to something bigger than us  
progress in a suite of habits  
stink the pig  
A century in the marsh and a lizard shit 
Something nested there, can you see it?  
on imaginary cotton 
you can make things with it  
 
cling on 
to each other 
in a hall  
  
 
We still live in an old hotel. 
 
no body wants to leave unless it gets lighter 
the owner has a 19th century ambition that is madness 
she has marmalade  
bowed hope 
 
a young mum orgasms through the ceiling 
Don’t be happy with nearness urge on in steps to something else  
in very convincing stages followed by a miraculous twist ending 
like the Industrial Revolution and since 
or the death of the punk and since  
 
we are communally apologetic  
it’s just a bucket  



bohemians sleep in digs they  
are the works 
 
a bap pragmatism  
I’m listening  
 
the bucket said, dig 
this is where you live   
 
make plans  
or drop   
optimistic quenelles, a loaf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOM CROMPTON 

 

 
from  RED PRAIRIE  

 
 

III  
 
 
scrotty n profane   I illuminate   shit up on my patch  
at deepwater 
feeling for sources    like spirits in the system   
or mist in sheep shit n motorway  signs notice matter   
 in all of these ways  cos you do what you want, 
you do  coming like the harvest and leaving   
 like ancient pressure  only standstill   still  remains   
and the winter day so weird      my utopian tick,  you’re living on  
 the fur of garden cats      who sick up nightly  
regarding me not  what   
gods n spirits  graphs n equations 
do I mean?      often summat like hoods up  
at pigs in Sainsburys  smiling unpredictable n sweet   
 body cam n song n Magpie  did that  while nest  
became a machine   
go illegible to them     bed in my head  
and explode like part of the skennery   (threatened by wot I 
always deserved  nowt    still don’t    believe in any of these 
forms   tho fully I commit       and if production  
entails neglect         all that we bled for burns   like  
radiant horses beside our yellow screaming wall  metaphor to  
beetle 
love to expansion  scuttle round the death  
of options   
these bedrooms echoing payments  and payments following night   
like the sun duz  
(we came to     shameful and kicking   
at the floodwall         
shuttered drain flies    of this bloated western scale 

 



MAU BAIOCCO 

 

 
INVITATION 

 
 

The wish of how doing it 
false  positive acacias 
                                             pile up on broader sense 
 
at the instep of personality the mouth ops 
professionally offered results saying: no  no 
 
of the 87 or so experiences that pierce the heart 
the ground rent is always paid 
 
or life don't bother  a new breach swims into us 
ever wondered why you'd be linking  a long and 
 
arms  legs  chest brokered into space 
movement in small clumps before it was 
 
created better still barracked honestly 
 
honestly I'd rather not care. They move their pro 
 
nouncements: bob a little further 
one in a mouth is anathema 
 
and it's 2050  I cannot state this catastrophe 
 enough           and re: overtaking, that was the end  
 
the sorts that lay on the feign 
my person can be dissembled 
 
at night three parts, coat 
bag and basket, numbers  
 
having found my friends monthly 



re-upping the state of emergency & towards 
 
the interpretation of shipwreck we assemble 
eyes fix into the remaining acacias 
 
the gods in a good mood 
in the light of a gibbous moon 

 
 
 

 
 

I 
 
We met a pint of blood and ask for its name. It says 'nowhere'. Nonchalantly I 
flip my books to the nearest page. A type that was not meant to exist, rare and 
precious as silver. Not too nice, but indeed gentle. It shoots its branches. 
Layering. The attitude? like a dessert, deliquescent. It was just fucking theory by 
another name. Really one cannot know the means until you try them. 
 
II 
 
waving hands 
at the isthmus Tory 
I want to fuck him up 
 
III 
 
It’s that in our Code of Honour, 
you too, sir, 
were of the many lucid ones that exhausted infamy. 
And in our Code of Honour 
saying: what a writer! 
is barely attenuating; 
it is, perhaps, 
another infamy… 
 
 
 
 
note: ‘III’ is ‘De un Revolucionario a J.L Borges’ by Roque Dalton 



 
 
 
 

POEM (WHERE IS EVERYONE) 
 
 
 

I asked 'where is everyone' 
and you answered 'they're all 
on TV, look' but I couldn't see them. 
Then I ask again, 'where is everyone 
this time, really' and you get off the screen 
of my TV. 'Everyone is gone to 
get their TV license. Go.' 
 
I am aloof at the place where 
everyone is getting their TV license. 
I do the most cruel thing I can do in a queue 
to Gary Lineker, not letting him forget 
about shit. When we finally get 
to the place where everyone gets 
their TV license there is no one 
 
at the desk. 'Where is everyone' 
I ask. 'They're all gone' I'm told 
'the stations are taken over, 
your debts are cancelled, now 
you don't need a TV license.' 
'They do licenses on the cheap 
now, they're everywhere.' 'Ahh' 

 

 
 
 

 

 



COLE DENYER 

 
 
ODE TO MINI 

DRAFT/UNFINISHED 

 
 

Slithering on a heat belt made of  
ambrosia in the corner  
is the chief whip 
a chubby fingered naughty 
in a truce don't call a basket or other receptacles below,  
no the large crowd predicted as usual 
that there would be no significant rival claimants 
all being all saying and sharing none of its DNA 
in the first place so make off-white wickerwork  
like beauty in Victoriana pop and   
it toured globally for many years! HUZZAH 
staged as mimes of English history in perjury  
in fields the brass wrought  
to the cub hymning back to  
an impossible sweat gland  
to lay a scent and pick up 
to lay one more persistent! 
is death of clique leaders  
in a collision on the A149 at Sandringham. 
What are you going to do? 
 Are you going to fine him? 
 Are you going to put him in prison? It’s ridiculous.  
The outcome is satisfactory and his  
car runs on a crisp white wine,  
that is satisfactory and it smells 
delicious through the hills. 
 

 
I saw 14-year-olds carry out 
hideous acts of courage 
with cracked heads and things like that, 



yelled at stones and trees 
more brokenheads in the morning then! 
they yelled at  
stones and I called God and  
the military and both came on the dot 
now what the fuck are you going to  
do, I've got God and the Military  
on call whenever the fuck I want.  
The outcome is inevitable, this is  
your dirt grave.  
 
 
I said it was  
out of the ordinary standing there 
but oh! the glow-stick vigil garden  
is beauty without measure and it 
all started to compost, all for a seatbelt probe 
eleven teddy bears walked out  
in sobbing protest the plants still  
in vigil glow followed them one by one  
all the way around Europe and back  
my love for you. The police  
and a number, withering in 
Althorpe you and what fucking army  
Johnny Oddball pryo-queen nothing  
to stand on or face the full 
force of law your life 
this dough ball fondling  
legs just gave way to a new-style  
share platter, out the ordinary  
woke up in a bath of shit mud who's coming  
of silver shining through   
that's just the way I am 
the way I was bred! 
 

 

 

 



DESTRUCTION OF COUNTRY HOUSES                             
     IN 20th-CENTURY BRITAIN  

 

DRAFT/UNFINISHED 

 

From memory the modern physiognomy of  
the best picnic is on Agars Plough, 
how can you forget massive gazebos  
overflowing with fresh salmon 
and Moet out the proverbial bucket! 
O' dancing in the moonlight 
we're dancing in the moonlight  
when that moon is big and bright  
it's a supernatural delight,  
when everybody is dancing in the moonlight! 
o' we're dancing in the moonlight  
pin locked and the clashing oars are 
needle grown out of HM Government 
children are the bilge for best water 
just like rabid class equipment  
declines in 'returns' of each cohort reneged  
sorry is the hardest word but you learn  
from your mistakes remember  
you just like walking around its intrepid fantasy  
with elbows in the topiary garden dancing to 
the architecture of moonlit colonnades,  
the custodial moonlit amphiteatres, the moonlit 
night-club interiors as designed by Edwin Lutyens  
on old drugs and re-thought as a underground bungalow  
and exit into anti-ligature moonlit prisons  
with calico print on the walls that keep you 
in a second nature bind 
like the new poor law.  
 
 
By day devoted exclusively to treadmill prayer, 
and by night the very cradle of blessed liberty! 
a palliative of others in the good collective bed 
endogenous to mobility regime 



upping flowers in a new 
version of dirt if they do not exist  
from their own subsistence then  
remember biting the monarch bestowing 
largess horsepower is reinventing the  
wheel to 70 poor boys of custos closed 
by the brocas as informal water  
pageant splitting custom made faux-stone toys  
blocking up amenities all the way down  
Dorney lake like shit doesn't sink! 
well I'll let you know to each his own 
keep on a pierced porphyry throne for  
imperial measure to watch 
the poor niche alcoves.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MANDLA RAE 

 
 
 

LET’S PRETEND 
 

 
 
Let’s pretend we are dancing. 
Summoning the Devil 
By moving our bodies, 
Let’s pretend we’re being sensual, 
Not sexy. 
Let’s pretend we’re making love, 
Not just fucking. 
  
Let’s stop pretending. 
Let’s get naked and run through busy streets, 
Let’s be completely exposed. 
  
You are my clothing, 
You’ve touched every part of my body, 
You’ve cut me open, 
Entered my veins and spread your poison. 
I’m becoming you, 
And losing me. 
I hate this body; it does not belong. 
Just as you despise your own. 
 
Let it burn. 

 

 
 
 

 

 



HELEN CHARMAN 
 
 

THIS POEM’S NAME IS BLACK SUN 
 

after Julia Kristeva 

 
i. In the UK, defamation is a civil action, and if proven, a judge can award significant 

damages to the plaintiff.  
ii. A claimant must show that they have been identified in the publication, and that the 

publication was defamatory. They need not show that the publication was false, nor that it 
had caused or was likely to cause any particular loss. Both are presumed as a matter of law.  

iii. The core problem with libel, however, has always been that legal proceedings are so expensive. 
Understandably, this prompts many publishers to settle any complaints brought, sometimes 
irrespective of the merits of the case.  

iv. Over time, many publishers have chosen simply to avoid publishing anything relating to 
certain individuals or particular themes for fear of legal repercussions. This is the so-called 
‘chilly climate’. When legitimate speech is deterred it is clearly problematic. 

 
 

Take your belt and— 
  to the Premier Inn and— 
 
me, a girl with a dirty mouth punching 
Nazis, me, a white knuckle ride into the  
foaming cunt of history, 
 
The antifa emoji is finally here and it holds 
itself erect above “careers” in “poetry” 
 
Hold yourself accountable to the symbol’s 
ambiguity 
Hold yourself accountable to absolutely 
fuck all, institutionally 
 
Do you call them when you see them? 
Will you know me when you see me? 
Do you seriously think there is another  
right way to be? 
 
I can’t be friends with civil servants any longer, increasingly— 



OLLIE TONG 

 
 

 
from  CAUSTIC NETWORKS 

 
 
 

37-41 

 
the fermata 
so necessary now 
to interrupt fluent talk 
ask only: what  
are you going to say? 
for that perhaps 
the ground had 
 swum up 
so very subtle 
to consider these 
physical objects 
peculiar egos operating 
with such certainty 
doing such-and-such 
so importantly 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

99-100 
 
Of course, it is true 
about this similarity. Choice 
various bits of stuff 
every now and then. 
The horse 
 is rejected 
another is tired. Tentatively  
put together.  
Utter: dissatisfaction.  
Invent a soliloquy 
in the right rhythm, 
the right play of expression. 
A gesture towards noise. 
A fashion the more watched 
for its falsification 
of activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ALEX MARSH 

 
 
HORIZON RESIN 

 
 
low chlorine pulp from  
map death  
sent us  into liquid   
  
in car parts  
three spores  
mutate   
for night rain  
  
hive foulbrood       
in weather larch  
&  
different  
frogs   
afternoon us 
out of things  
  
each cut a rug  
around warm pond  
  
we rent-a-plank               
to  place over          
gridlines      
       
different times   
come basking  
in  a     
crude protein  
  
sun  
in our mouths         
moves moisture 



 
elevates parsnip 
to the big time  
 
I’m poured      
into     a shirt    
in your storm room   
half stoned on my own bs  
  
got beer money          
for amateur hour   
  
got overhydrated jointaces  
in the toll plaza  
  
soil lull             
snakes the drain  
what’s precarious co-exists   
  
but it’s the water 

 thru 20 others 
  all bad and boozy   

crossing motorways  
for gliss  
                    its pixely gulf  
      could explode all pigments   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THREE TIER AIR 

 
 
Our abilities to reach  
Mr Solar won’t simmer  
down veins,  cos that  
track hit  & the picket  
boogies,  so a mega slump  
brightens the burn.   
  
Toilet graffiti won’t provoke 
villa’s chance of survival. 
They market you, 
we’re gumming up  
production. Still the  
unlit supermarket is  
all totals.   
  
Here they shoot  
day for night 
& w/ the 
sky big,  
we’re blissed  
for days.   
Just a legal  
good time  
when the  
barnacles burst.   
They sell boxes.  
We sell boxes. 
You have 24hr 
access, unless in  
deep clean &  
pupil entrance: quaggy  
: in need of   
major replacement.   
  
Buses over the queue 
give shadow of crash,  .   
under the bus 



we’re nothing 
but up three 
tier air. 
You nap, they nap. 
I walk far  
to get a dip. Until 
it’s just compost 
& bikes lighting 
the fog. Kino lighting 
the angel condition,   
the clomps of enclosure  
like every suburb   
& its ringlets  
steamed off.   

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FRED CARTER 

 
 
 

UNTITLED 
 
  

the whole body / condenses to isolation and exhaust :  fanny howe 

 
  

compressed to this, the crystallising work, i felt  

to fail your moods. tenderless klutz,  

easily buoyed. & unentitled to a poetry   

of body, having ease   

probably yes.   

probably we all agree. else each attempting   

fullest query, full extent. nixing the total   

action of distraint. still  

 over time the title drafts  

ellipsed & i elate through lyric index, scattering   

the daybooks in the yard  

now for your syncret  

ism, now my syncretism & the body shutting   

down in seizure, in our debts  

collective unduress   

they read you data, reams   

of overwritten stress-marks, marked paresis, & i write  

only & all against them. you are fucking  

joking me 

it’s rent   

unpaid & moreover the learnt   

projection of the soma,   

votive in support 

  



MARINA DORA MARTINO 

 
 
A BEE DISINTEGRATING 

 
On the red walls  no  
On the red floor  no 
On the red door that used to be red          
no    dust    no 
 
On the table, black  
a fruit bowl   no   
a glass orb with peaches inside  
that used to be peaches 
 
now are cherries 
by the power of disintegration  
and solitude – 
 
A glass orb, a bee 
A bee with no entry 
how to fly   no 
how to entry no         
how to reach the peaches or 
the cherries? 
 
On the walls, black, a bee 
with outside wings  
and inside a need for cherries 
 
how to fly inside the bowl? 
how to fly inside the cherries? 
 
circles inside 
circles, outside a bee with a door 
on its back disintegrating  

 



CHRIS KERR 

 
 
XR 

 
 
0 
 
Pronounced XOR in CORk 
the city GeORge Boole Left EnglAND fOR. 
Nearly an ORdiNAND in Lincoln, 
he found monism AND Mary Everest 
edited his The Laws of Thought.  
Plot coORdinates fOR 12-minute drive: 
their Ballintemple front gate to 
Amazon Customer Service Centre, 
CORk AirpORt Business Park, 
an abscissa kissing Scylla AND Charybdis.  
 
1 
 
Bipolar transistOR junctions depend on silicon 
sweated from sAND at 2000 degrees + 
ex-ORe metal oxides from South Africa.  
The crossroads to the NORth: 
the exclusive OR 
AND in its cORners 4 
upper class gated communities.  
 
10 
 
The host of the protest is a semi-conductOR. 
His inequality function hates certain inputs: 
if you’re NOT arrestable get out of the road 
while the wORld’s energy surges through 
the XOR gate on the equatOR 
passing 0 like a kidney stone to the south.  
 



11 
 
ExmoOR becomes an ex-moOR 
its logic gates barred with flaming swORds 
inscribed with sORry xoxoxo. 
The NORthern XOR entrance 
+ the southern AND  
= 2 single binary digit 
cORralled weather events   
= a half adder, 
Exxon’s CFO. 
On the fORmer moOR  
that snake coiled round an alder 
demi-poisonous  
asks Eve to eat the shORter female catkin. 
 
100 
 
The wORds  
Extinction Rebellion  
end with on AND on: 
ineXORable 
spat into a homoeopathically Irish pub. 
 
The abstiNAND snoozes thro rock bottoms 
like a pORn-again celibate 
ah sure 
AND begORra NOT AND Sodom! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MARIA SLEDMERE 

 
 
 

 

SOLAR RESIDUE 

 
 
 
Eliminate modem  
at the universe, approach 
what’s loss. I felt like cigarettes 
before the light was invented. 
He left several yellows on my bedside.  
Where is the entrance to the snow? 
I plugged you in a week ago; 
what passed for signal  
was the eglantine  
twined around the sun. 
Stop this, just.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LUKE ROBERTS 

 
 

AUDIT AND ASSURANCE 

 
after A.Z. 

 
 
Turn up the stupid escape routes 
          default broadcast I wake up to 
                    jaw wired shut 
                              inhaling airborne metal 
a little vocal movement 
                    the morning score 
                                                  yelp yelp 
                                        and all the questions 
all the talk of adoration 
                           what’s all this talking? 
Devotion, loyalty, touching. 
                                                  Where are you? 
          Tinnitus, whistling, static. 
Zero thought, zero action 
                              zero love, zero landscape 
now even trembling starts to falter 
                    vocal movement 
                                        comfort cooling 
and you were shaking in the distance 
                                                  glazing over 
all that twee shit 
                                    another season 
waiting for the poets to remember how to do it 
                    all the stunts 
                                                  the old moves 
                              chiselling blossom 
from expensive trees 
                                      bruised, miserable, alive 
and the water out of reach 
                    and even falling with poise 



                                        even thinking of impact 
and a scene so big 
                                it could hold everyone’s hands 
hold everyone hostage 
                                        to tender resignations 
                           to fortune here I am 
and what I’m here for is stalling 
                  and the movement of history 
                                                            I don’t know. 
There was this other life you used to go to 
          all of these hymns 
                                        to provisional life 
and who the green light flatters 
                              with elegant footwork 
          trees that give up 
                                    secrets to sleep through  
and the floorplan 
  the floorplan of the body 
    curves and stops 
witness to spring 
  for the 32nd time 
    it doesn’t matter 
but I mean it 
                    falling in a courtyard 
                              and the men outside the centre 
threaded to the railings 
                              where the air pulls us together 
and everyone’s hands 
                              in the shape of a pocket 
                                                               never finished 
it was day 
                    but now it’s night 
                                                  but it was day 
and footsteps in the hallway 
                                  already there 
                                                  whoever gets home first 
stupid, frightened 
                    and who the voices were was government 
                                        business 
                                                         community leaders 
hired thugs 



                    minor royals  
                                           YouTube floating heads 
teenage libertarians and ancient racists 
                              on a video link too big to ignore. 
 
 
 And who was I? 
 And where have you been? 
            And what’s all this talking, and everything spilling? 
            And the defectors, where were they and who? 
 
 And then so undone you undo. 
 
            You push down and across and you loop, 
            stuck sticking to the letter,  
                                        stuck to writing by hand 
                    stuck to writing by hand, he said.  
 
 You win. 
 
             And on the outside of the inside 
                                       the borders closing tighter 
            and the blossom white 
 
                              chewed up and spat out 
 
                              spitting and whistling and spitting. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



POEM 
 
 
 

And aren’t you tired,      of everything folded 
into true and regular feelings, and the word 
for what I’m looking for, more edges serrated 
less less it’s okay, where’s my gold 
neck-brace, where’s my gold peacock 
buried in the yard 
            and the boys with embroidered shovels 
shove it and the damp ground back 
the joke is you’re still here 
                    using your real boots in hard decay 
and I cover my name tag 
go to sleep for ten years 
the great poem about suffering 
the great poem about not suffering 
throw everything away / keep everything 

 
 
 

ROTE CODA 
 
 
 

What we want is surface come back 
champion clusters, what we want 
is sober April scripts consensus 
hands free from the national average 
the avant-garde and what we did with it 
the numbers, the shades, the late fees 
the whole gang stupid in replacement 
all that, what we endless rest on 
    and all the body talk 
and everyone’s sore unbalanced throat 
and not knowing and knowing that too 
and not wanting to know 
 
          pages of elegant foothold 



 
 
 

 
WINTER JOURNEY 

 
 
 
 

Everything you could is what you did 
 however fucked up 
wasn’t always what we wanted 
      even slightly 
slightly knows 
  what it says 
   and how it ends 
about a thing 
       to go for certain 
                    and identify 
with any going thing 
  and anything returning 
to the body 
      snowing in the vein 
                       whoever saw him 
dead in winter at the edge 
            could tell you something 
final movement of the hurt 
                 on the horizon 
                                        nothing sharp 
however fucked up nothing 
                       more nothing left behind 
 
 the birds are starving 

 
 
 

 



WAIFS AND STRAYS 
 

for I.C. 
 
 
‘Eat the garbage you like.’ 
 
‘Translate your victories.’ 
 
& the earth just swallows you 
up. 
 
The dry rhythm is different, 
white clover and poppy 
I can’t explain it. 
 
Complete pine trees  
if you let them win 
the birds come free 
completely plastic. 
 
John said and I believe him 
he can tell underground 
where the train is 
by changes in the air. 
 
Like vertical trapdoors 
could have been the title 
but it wasn’t. 
 And I headache. 
 
Spring begins in the mountains, 
never reaches the sea. 
 
And there’s a big red fence 
on Gray’s Inn Road 
 
perfect metal syllables 
 
the sunset at standstill 
 



sparkling bullshit 
 
 
Something hurts, 
it is my hand. 
 
 
Sounds like me and I don’t like it. 
 
What begins now. 
 
Who begins it. 

 


